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DESCRIPTION
End-stage renal failure is treated by dialysis. When the kidneys 
are unable to do its function, it eliminates waste from the blood. 
Dialysis is a treatment for people whose kidneys are failing. How 
effectively the kidneys filter blood is impacted by renal failure. As 
a result wastes and poisons accumulate in the bloodstream. 
Dialysis replaces the kidney’s function of removing waste and 
surplus fluid from the circulation.

The phrase "renal replacement therapy" refers to therapies used 
to keep kidney failing patients alive. Patients with renal failure 
receive renal replacement treatment to replace non endocrine 
kidney function. There are various methods, such as peritoneal 
dialysis, continuous hemofiltration and hemodialysis, and 
intermittent hemodialysis.

Renal Replacement Therapy (RRT) is a type of medical care that 
substitutes for the kidney’s regular function of blood filtration. 
Kidney failure is a condition when the kidneys are not working 
properly, including acute renal injury and chronic kidney disease. 
Hemodiafiltration, dialysis (hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis), 
and hemofiltration are three examples of blood filtration 
techniques used in renal replacement treatment. Kidney 
transplantation, the most extreme kind of replacement in which 
the damaged kidney is swapped out with a donor kidney, is a 
component of renal replacement therapy.

The kidneys remove waste products from the blood. However, if 
the  kidneys  aren't  functioning  properly, they  might  require 
dialysis, a technique that eliminates wastes in lieu of the kidneys. 
The kidneys perform a number of crucial functions. They aid in 
preserving the ideal ratio of water, acids, and minerals in the body

in addition to purifying the blood. They produce hormones as a 
component of the endocrine system as well. If a person is having 
kidney disease for a long time or if the kidneys have suddenly 
stopped working as a result of a condition or injury, the doctor 
may recommend that they should undergo dialysis, a procedure 
that partially replaces the functions of the kidneys by removing 
waste and excess fluid from the blood. It is occasionally used as a 
holding procedure while a kidney transplant is being considered.

Renal replacement therapy is still changing. While there are 
some well-established indications for therapy in the acute 
situation, as we care for critically sick patients, new justifications 
start to emerge. Both inpatients and outpatients should select an 
RRT that best suits their demands, provides appropriate 
clearance with the least amount of difficulty, and fits the region’s 
financial and resource constraints. Although contemporary RRT 
may adequately simulate filtration activities, it is still uncommon 
for endocrine and metabolic functions to be replaced. Future 
developments in nanotechnology and fluid reclamation could 
lead to the development of an implanted prosthetic kidney.

End stage renal failure can have a variety of causes that differ 
from person to person. The main risk factors for chronic kidney 
disease include aging, diabetes mellitus type II, hypertension, 
polycystic kidney disease, renal stones, enlargement of the 
prostate, long-term use of analgesics, and atherosclerosis.

End-stage renal failure, commonly known as End-Stage Renal 
Disease (ESRD), is the terminal, irreversible stage of chronic 
kidney disease, when the kidneys are able to function on their 
own they have been severely compromised. Dialysis or a kidney 
transplant is required for a patient with end-stage renal failure to 
live more than a few weeks.
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